FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
UltraQ Portable Pedestal Intuitive to Use
INDIANAPOLIS, March 23, 2022 – Alvarado’s redesigned UltraQ Portable Pedestal allows
users to self-scan credentials to enter a facility. Battery powered and Wi-Fi enabled, the UltraQ
Portable Pedestal is easy to move and intuitive to use. It is ideal for temporary events,
performing arts centers and clubs, exclusive areas, and stadiums and arenas.
“With approximately 12 hours of continuous operation to a single battery charge, and its
uniquely designed portable dolly with bracket and handle, the UltraQ Portable Pedestal provides
truly portable access control,” said Brian McNeill, Vice President of Sales – Sports &
Entertainment for Alvarado. “It allows guests to self-validate entry credentials using their
preferred credential type – phones, smart watches, or printed tickets – freeing ticket takers to
perform valuable customer service functions.”
Ideal for fast, reliable validation in indoor and select outdoor environments, specific features
include:


Allows guests to self-scan mobile and printed access credentials



Frees ticket takers to perform valuable customer service functions



Can accommodate up to 30 validations per minute



Fast and reliable validation in indoor and select outdoor environments



Battery powered / Wi-Fi communication (802.11a,b/n)



Portable and easy to move



Dozens of finish colors available



LED lights on rear of the device notify attendants of presented credential status
(valid/invalid) and identifies when special tickets are presented



Scan head switches easily between entry and exit configurations for multi-functionality



Perfect for performing arts, clubs, and exclusive entrance areas



Color display provides customizable visual instructions for guests



A touch screen interface allows operator to access administrator functions



Server communication is wireless or optional wired LAN communication (Dual-band
802.11ac 2x2 MU-MIMO)

Ticketing System Integration
The UltraQ Pedestal works seamlessly with GateLink10, Alvarado’s widely used admission
control software. GateLink10 also provides direct plug and play connections to widely used
ticketing/access systems such as Ticketmaster Presence. Alvarado also offers DirectConnect
API, which can communicate directly with third-party systems.
For more information, visit alvaradomfg.com.

About Alvarado
Alvarado is a solution leader in protecting assets and controlling the flow of people. Alvarado
security turnstiles, speed gates, admission control hardware and software, and retail queuing
and protection products are used across the globe in the following business areas: secured
entry control, sports and entertainment, and asset protection and crowd control. Further
information at alvaradomfg.com.
About dormakaba
dormakaba makes access in life smart and secure for every place that matters. As one of the
top three companies in the industry, dormakaba is the trusted partner for products, solutions,
and services for access to buildings and rooms from a single source. With strong brands in its
portfolio, the company and its numerous cooperation partners are represented in over 130
countries worldwide.
dormakaba is listed on the SIX Swiss exchange, is headquartered in Rümlang
(Zurich/Switzerland) and generated a turnover of CHF 2.5 billion with around 15,000 employees
in financial year 2020/21.
SIX Swiss Exchange: DOKA
Further information about dormakaba Americas on dormakaba.com/us.
Further information about dormakaba Group on dormaakbagroup.com/en.
Insights and inspiration from the world of access on blog.dormakaba.com.
News about dormakaba Americas on dormakabamernews.com.
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Disclaimer
This communication contains certain forward-looking statements including, but not limited to, those using the words “believes”,
“assumes”, “expects” or formulations of a similar kind. Such forward-looking statements reflect the current judgement of the
company, involve risks and uncertainties and are made on the basis of assumptions and expectations that the company believes to
be reasonable at this time but may prove to be erroneous. Undue reliance should not be placed on such statements because, by
their nature, they are subject to known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors outside of the company's and the Group's
control which could lead to substantial differences between the actual future results, the financial situation, the development or
performance of the company or the Group and those either expressed or implied by such statements. Except as required by
applicable law or regulation, the company accepts no obligation to continue to report, update or otherwise review such forwardlooking statements or adjust them to new information, or future events or developments.
For definition of alternative performance measures, please refer to the chapter 5.1 of the notes to the consolidated financial
statements of the Annual Report 2020/21 of dormakaba.
This communication does not constitute an offer or an invitation for the sale or purchase of securities in any jurisdiction.
dormakaba®, dorma+kaba®, Kaba®, Dorma®, Ilco®, LEGIC®, Silca®, BEST® etc. are registered trademarks of the dormakaba
Group. Due to country-specific constraints or marketing considerations, some of the dormakaba Group products and systems may
not be available in every market.

